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Free iPod Cases Given Away by the Hundreds
Published on 03/30/07
GizMac Accessories Sends Hundreds of Free Titan Clear iPod Cases to Loyal Customers.
Torrance, CA – March 30, 2007 – GizMac Accessories, designer and manufacturer of
innovative products for the iPod, gives away hundreds of free iPod cases.
GizMac Accessories has sent out hundreds of their recently released Titan Clear iPod cases
for the second generation Nano for free. The Titan Clear free iPod cases were mailed to
GizMac customers who had previously purchased GizMac’s Titan Gear iPod accessories
before March 9, 2007.
Because the new Titan Clear case was designed to use the same accessories that ship with
the previous Titan products, customers receiving the free Titan Clear iPod case now have
the equivalent of the complete Titan Clear package. These customers can continue to wear
or carry their iPod Nano in four different ways while the free Titan Clear case will
protect their Nano at the same time.
"GizMac Accessories did not want to tell our customers that the free iPod cases were being
sent," explained Jessica Urbanovit, Sales Administrator for GizMac Accessories, "the
GizMac management wanted to give free Titan Clear iPod cases as a nice surprise and thank
you to our loyal customers."
Titan Clear is a tough, clear polycarbonate iPod case for the 2nd generation Nano. Titan
Clear’s hard shell protects the iPod from scratches and other minor damage. Armband,
belt clip, carabiner clip and lanyard accessories are all included with the Titan Clear.
The Titan Clear iPod case for the 2nd generation Nano has a US retail of $24.99 and is
available from the GizMac web site and authorized resellers. Additional information about
GizMac and current products can be found on their web site at http://www.gizmac.com.
Website:
http://www.gizmac.com
Product URL:
http://www.gizmac.com/titanclearipodcaseaccessoriesmedia/ipodcasesimgcopy.jpg
Purchase Link:
http://www.gizmac.com/Titan-Clear-iPod-Case-p/titanclear-4pc.htm

GizMac Accessories, LLC is headquartered in the United States, designs and manufactures
innovative "Gizmos for Your Lifestyle." The GizMac team is dedicated to providing
solutions and support for the iPod communities around the world.
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